GENERAL COMMITTEE

SIGNATURE LIST TO THE FINAL ACT

NOTE BY THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

On the basis of the credentials submitted the attached list of delegations entitled to sign the Final Act has been prepared by the Secretariat. The inclusion of the name of a delegation on this list does not necessarily mean that the delegation will sign the Final Act but merely indicates that it is entitled to sign and that a space will be provided for its signature. If no comments are received from delegations by 3.00 p.m., Tuesday, 16 March, the Secretariat will assume that this list is correct and will transmit it immediately to New York for translation into the other three languages.

For Afghanistan:
For Argentina:
For Australia:
For the Republic of Austria:
For the Kingdom of Belgium:
For Bolivia:
For Brazil:
For the Union of Burma:
For Canada:
For Ceylon:
For Chile:
For China:
For Colombia:
For Costa Rica:
For Cuba:
For Czechoslovakia:
For Denmark:
For the Dominican Republic:
For Ecuador:
For Egypt:
For El Salvador:

/For France:
For France:
For Greece:
For Guatemala:
For Haiti:
For Honduras:
For India:
For the Republic of Indonesia:
For Iran:
For Iraq:
For Ireland:
For the Republic of Italy:
For Lebanon:
For Liberia:
For the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg:
For Mexico:
For the Kingdom of the Netherlands:
For New Zealand:
For Nicaragua:
For the Kingdom of Norway:
For Pakistan:
For Panama:
For Peru:
For the Philippines:
For Poland:
For Portugal:
For Southern Rhodesia:
For Sweden:
For Switzerland:
For Syria:
For Transjordan:
For Turkey:
For the Union of South Africa:
For the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland:
For the United States of America:
For Uruguay:
For Venezuela: